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StartupStar Free to try - $19.00 to buy startupstar.exe 1.2MB

This program allows you to choose what happens when you start your system. It manages
all programs that are launched at Windows startup. You can create, edit, remove and
change the locations of entries. You have the ability to deactivate entries, so you can test
your new settings without removing the old. The backup system ensures that you can
always undo changes.

East-Tec Eraser 2004 Free to try -$49.95 to buy  esteraser.exe 3MB

Protect your data and privacy and remove all evidence of your computer and online activity
with East-Tec Eraser 2004. Eraser goes beyond U.S. Department of Defense standards for
the permanent erasure of digital information and easily removes every trace of sensitive
data from your computer. Completely destroy information stored without your knowledge or
approval including Internet history, Web pages and pictures from sites visited on the
Internet, unwanted cookies, chatroom conversations, deleted e-mail messages, temporary
files, the Windows swap file, the Recycle Bin, previously deleted files, valuable corporate
trade secrets, business plans, personal files, photos or confidential letters. East-Tec Eraser
2004 offers full support for popular browsers, for peer-to-peer applications, and for other
popular programs such as Windows Media Player, RealPlayer, Yahoo Messenger and ICQ.
It includes support for custom privacy needs, user-defined erasure methods, command-line
parameters, integration with Windows Explorer and password protection. The Scheduler
functionality allows users a better management of the system resources while keeping the
computer secure and cleaned out of sensitive information. You can also protect the Restore
Points from being deleted and choose the level of password protection that best suits your
needs.

InsideCAT Lite Edition Free Insidecat222lite.exe 1.3 MB

This program catalogs all your disks, including CD-ROMs, floppies, DVD-ROMs and ZIPs,
and it has support for compressed files. It stores all the data about files and folders, in order
to make it possible to work with it without having the disk inserted.
It organizes your catalogs in collections and sub-collections. Compressed file support is
available for 14 different formats including ZIP, RAR, CAB, ACE, JAR, ARJ, LZH, LHA,
ARC, ZOO, PAK, TAR, GZIP and EXE. It allows extractions on all formats and provides
search functions, four text searches, four configurable printing functions and four database
exporting functions.

MaxLister Free Mlist.zip 259K

MaxLister creates lists of any directory you specify and save it in one of four ways. Files can
be saved in MXL, collapsed text, folders only text, and folders and files text format.
MaxLister also includes tabs for quick access to browsing, searching, saving and more.



Visual-CD Free viscd130.exe 2.2MB

This utility catalogs data CDs, removable disks, hard drives and folders. You can then
explore the catalogs without the physical data. Upon insertion of media, the program will
allow you to find and open files and folders with Internet Explorer, for example.

Windows commander Free to try - $28.00 to buy tcmd.exe 1.3 MB

Windows Commander is a very useful file manager that integrates many features. It is a
great Windows Explorer replacement that includes FTP capabilities. It also includes a
compression tool that allows you to compress/decompress ZIP, ARJ, UC, ACE, LHA and
much more.

EazyExit Free ezsetup.exe 855K

This program gives you complete control over your shutdown options. It resides in the
system tray and uses little memory. It hides the shutdown option from the Start menu,
disables the option from the task manager, and incorporates password protection to prevent
unauthorized users from exiting Windows. You can log off, restart, shutdown, standby, or
hibernate your computer with a single click.

Paint Shop Pro Free to try - $99.95 to buy psp800ev.exe 53.9 MB

This graphics editor includes 11 categories of image effects, 3-layer support, adjustable
cropping, flexible painting and retouching brushes, and selection tools. It provides digital
camera support and screen capture support.


